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What is “Data Science”? 

• NOT SURE ANYBODY REALLY KNOWS EXACTLY!!
– Field didn’t even exist when I was in college

Large, 
messy 
data

Insights 
to make 

decisions



Xavier Data Science Honors Program



Visiting Data Science Educator 
program at Microsoft

• Embedded in COSINE Data Science Team for month in 
Summer 2020

• Goal of giving educators first-hand experience with DS careers
• Activities fell into the following categories:  
– In-depth, small group discussions with COSINE data 

scientists and key leaders
– Attendance at recurring meetings across the larger Data 

Team
– Independent learning of DS topics using internal resources
– Mock interviews.



Importance of “soft skills”

Communication ability. 
Finding DS with excellent communication skills who can “tell a 
story with data,” is more difficult than finding the DS with 
necessary technical skills. One of the primary roles that DS 
play is that of a consultant. Even at an organization like 
Microsoft, DS often involves being able to successfully 
collaborate with individuals that lack necessary quantitative 
skills for a project. A successful data scientist must be well-
rounded and communicate well enough to understand the 
question at hand in the client’s domain, work to find 
appropriate answers for the question and communicate the 
results so that appropriate actions can be taken. This is one 
aspect in which the liberal arts tradition of Xavier would be 
uniquely positioned to produce successful data scientists.



How did I get involved in politics?

• Philosophy, Politics, and the Public (PPP) 
Honors Program at Xavier
– Sophomore PPP students 

embedded in local 
political campaigns

– Learn how campaigns 
work

– Develop campaign 
strategy for their 
candidate

2008: Presidential Election



HIV modeling work @ UCLA
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Teach PPP group to program in R
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• Saves time
• Flexibility in 

visualizations
• More 

informative 
maps



2012-2021:   PPP & just me
Tarbell
Swing
Monzel

2010 County Commissioner Election

• I obtained election data, cleaned, put in R
• Showed PPP students how to make base/swing maps
• They changed candidates to make maps for their campaigns

Base/Swing maps
– Base: >60%
– Swing: 40-60%
– Residual: <40%



2022:  PPP & Data Science students

Sophomore PPP students

+ Sophomore Data Science students

A good experience for everyone

• DS students obtained election data, cleaned, put in R
• Start with base/swing maps

★ Much deeper and cooler analyses than ever before! 



Obtaining Election Data

• 562 rows, one for each Voting Precinct in Hamilton County
• ~150 columns, one for each voting possibility (candidate/issue)

– Needs formatted, cleaned, loaded in R



Finally, different base/swing maps

Strong base:  > 80%,     Moderate Base: 60-80%,   
Swing: 40-60%,     Residual: <40%



Doesn’t matter if people don’t vote

Voter turnout significantly higher in suburbs
than in the City of Cincinnati



Voter “Drop-off”



Voter “Drop-off”

Ballots are long!
Not all voters vote on every item

Drop-off = % of people who skip a certain item
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Hamilton County Voter List

• 595,158 registered voters in Hamilton County

• Address
• Phone number
• Party Affiliation

• Active/Inactive
• Birth year
• Voting precinct

• Date registered
• Elections voted in
• School district



Most voters have no party affiliation

• Would be valuable if we could predict 
which ‘NON’ voters will vote for 
Democrats/Republicans
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Most voters have no party affiliation

• Would be valuable if we could predict 
which ‘NON’ voters will vote for 
Democrats/Republicans
– Data includes:
• Age, residence location, year registered to 

vote, gender, etc.
• Must be some patterns that could help us 

make an educated guess

Have lots 
of data

Want to identify 
patternsMachine Learning /

Artificial Intelligence



Decision Trees

Is this person a DEM or a REP?

80% REP

60% REP



Fun fact: Gender isn’t in voter list data
Gender package in R
Created by Lincoln Mullen, historian at George Mason University
Studies religion and the 19th century United States, often using computational 
methods for texts and maps.

Could probably do this same thing for race… but should we?



Election Night Coverage
Live CitiCable broadcast from the Hamilton 
County Board of Elections
• Programming/math skills can lead to unexpected 

places
• DSCI 210: Data and 
    American Democracy



Conclusion

Getting at those “soft skills”
• successfully collaborate with individuals that lack 

necessary quantitative skills
• communicate well enough to understand the 

question at hand in the client’s domain
• communicate the results so that appropriate 

actions can be taken
Motivation for future technical skills
• doing this in fall of sophomore year
• before students learn most technical skills.



Wrapping things up

1. Introduce you to the field of Data Science

2. Show you how quantitative skills and 
programming can be useful in surprising 
ways.



Introduce you to  Data Science

Large, 
messy 
data

Insights 
to make 

decisions



Introduce you to  Data Science

★ Aspects of the Political Campaigns collaboration



Math and programming can be useful 
in surprising ways

• Sophomores contribute to political campaigns
– Nothing special about politics!
– Health: replace DEM/REP with Cancer/No Cancer

– Business: replace DEM/REP with GM/Ford/Tesla/Honda/etc

– History/Religion: where gender R package came from

–Music: Spotify API gives genres, keys, plays, etc.

– Psychology/Sociology: Social media data and network 
information

– Sports: advanced analytics

– Fashion:  can historical data predict trends?



Honor’s B.S. in Data Science
PROGRAM CONTACT: David Gerberry, PhD, 

Director of Data Science 
david.gerberry@xavier.edu

Thank you!

mailto:david.gerberry@xavier.edu


Fall 2012:  Old way and new way
• Groups of PPP students are inserted into city/county 

campaigns
• 545 voting precincts in Hamilton County
– Use Board of Election spreadsheet, point click, color

• New way:  Make R do this for us
– Mapping is part of the analysis rather than just a 

visualization of the conclusions



Fall 2013:  more time à better results

• Two full class periods for mapping
– All groups have made their own maps
– Sophomore Math/CS double major involved

• City Council election (21 candidates, 9 winners)
– Not head-to-head elections
– Not Democrat vs. Republican

2011 Chris Seelbach

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0



Fall 2013:  Deeper Analysis

• What is base/swing in a City Council election?
• New metrics to decide where to target resources
– Averaging previous results of similar candidates
– Looking at results for non-similar candidates
– Combining candidates/voter turnout/ballot issues/etc.

• Once we know where to target:
– What type of messaging?

• “Strong on crime”
• Economic development

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

2011 Chris Seelbach



“What type of messaging?” ≅
“What are the demographics?”

• Answer:  Census Data    

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

2011 Chris Seelbach
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• websites like http://www.city-data.com turn a 
zipcode into demographic data

http://www.city-data.com


Statistical Neighborhoods: 
A better idea!
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What I Don’t Know about this Project?

• What does this project do for my career?
– Tenure process (Research, Teaching, Service) à Service
– Worst Case Interpretation:

• “Why are you spending so much time helping someone else  teach 
their political science class?”

• Just “programmers” for the PPP program
– Better to spend this time on my own research instead?

• What does this project do for the Math student?
– Does it qualify as undergraduate research?

• Does it matter if it doesn’t?
– Better off working on a more “mathy” research project?

• Applied Math  vs.  Pure Math Guilt
• Same issues as applying for jobs

• Questions of value are all at the Departmental level.



What I Do Know about this Project

• People around Xavier seem happy about it
– Provost is impressed
– Beaupre (PPP): “I am pretty sure you can’t fully appreciate 

how much you’ve added to our program… You’ve taken us 
farther than we have been in the history of the program. ”

• Valuable experience for Math/CS and PPP students
– Consultant-like experience that exists in the “real world”
– Math student sees that she already has very valuable skills
– PPP students seeing the value of quantitative skills.  

• More Math/CS classes?
– Ideal way to foster truly interdisciplinary collaboration

• Barriers between Math/PPP students haven’t formed yet



Non-academic Considerations

• Gaining valuable connections
– People that get things done
– Hamilton County Board of Elections
– City of Cincinnati officials
– Helpful in the future?  

• Considerations at the University
– PPP is a flagship program at Xavier



Bottom Line

• It is fun and I enjoy it
– Could be just “Non-departmental Service”
–Much better than “Parking Committee”

• Unique experience for a mathematician

Election Night 2012
Hamilton County 
Board of Elections


